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AUDITIONS

AUDITION DATES
Sunday, September 13th at 6:00pm
Monday, September 14th at 6:00pm

CALLBACKS
Saturday, September 19th at 6:00pm

LOCATION
The Carver Center – Carver Studio – 426 South Park Street

(Those auditioning are encouraged to 
arrive thirty minutes prior to audition time.)

CASTING
Seeking a maximum of 16-18 men and women ages 50 and up.

REQUIREMENTS
Those auditioning will be asked to prepare 16 bars of a standard
song.  Please bring sheet music an accompanist will be provided.
Your audition selection does not need to be memorized. If you 
are unable to prepare an audition song selection will be available
and taught at auditions.

REHEARSAL SCHEDULE
Rehearsals will be held Monday through Friday 
from 5:30 PM – 7:00 PM beginning 
September 28th – October 29th

PERFORMANCES
October 30th – November 1st

AUDITION PREP
FREE Inside the Civic Audition Workshops
Saturday August 29, 2015
10:00am - 11:30am
The Great American Songbook Audition Workshop

DIRECTOR / MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Hal Hobson

To register or for more information visit

www.KazooCivic.com
or call the Director of Volunteers at 

269-343-2280 x1006
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ADVANCE 

REGISTRATION 

IS REQUESTED

October 30 – November 1
THE CIVIC AUDITORIUM • MUSICAL REVUE

SENIOR CLASS READER’S THEATRE

We hope you’ll join us as we celebrate a uniquely
American collection of popular music that had its origins
in Tin Pan Alley, Broadway and Hollywood. From the
1920s to the 1960s, songs by George Gershwin, Irving
Berlin, Jerome Kern and Cole Porter were made famous
by the likes of Frank Sinatra, Al Jolson, Judy Garland,
Bing Crosby and Ella Fitzgerald. These are the songs that
captured the innocence of youth, the songs that nursed
broken hearts, and the songs that underscored the 
promise of a brighter tomorrow.  In short, these are songs
that have woven themselves into the fabric of the
American tapestry.

SENIOR CLASS READER’S THEATRE
Designed to meet the needs of actors 50 and older. 

Productions are “reader’s theatre” in nature,
lines and lyrics are learned but not memorized.

http://www.kazoocivic.com/audition-registration
http://www.kazoocivic.com/audition-registration
http://www.kazoocivic.com/audition-registration
http://www.kazoocivic.com/audition-registration
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1. What is the purpose of this program?

“For some people, it’s the first play they have ever performed - a chance
to do something they have always wanted to try.  Others are seasoned
veteran performers who can hone and showcase their talents. Some
actors have been away from performing for a period of time for one 
reason or another, and this offers them a great chance to return to 
“the boards”!

The Senior Reader’s Theatre program is designed for actors over the
age of 50, where the material is learned and rehearsed, but does not
have to be memorized.  Actors carry a notebook with their songs and
lines.  Also, the rehearsal period is shorter, and earlier in the evening.” 

2. What is the primary focus of this production?

“This year’s production features popular songs from Broadway,
Hollywood, and Tin Pan Alley, written from the 1930’s to the 1950’s that
have found their way into the proverbial “American Songbook”. These
standards have been regularly recorded by many famous artists, such
as Ella Fitzgerald, Nat King Cole, Frank Sinatra, Doris Day, Tony Bennett,
Rosemary Clooney, Johnny Mathis, and contemporary singers like
Michael Buble, Lady Gaga, Bette Midler and Harry Connick Jr.

Our goal is to revisit the nostalgia of these great songs, and present
them in a way that the lyrics, melodies and emotions crafted into these
masterpieces can be experienced on a deeper level.”

3. You’ve referred to this season’s production as a 
“back to basics year”.  What do you mean by that?

“This year we want the focus to be on the songs themselves – the
shape of the melodies, beauty of the harmonies, and the stories that the
texts tell – the places the songs take us. This production is using elements
like the simplicity of a grand piano as opposed to a full orchestra to allow
the melodies and lyrics to emotionally resonate more.  My hope is to bring
the music back to the basics of the song and the performer and the 
audience in order to better play the message of the songs.”

4. This year the Senior Class music review is being 
presented in the Civic auditorium.  How with this effect
the production?

“The good news is, we will be able to seat a much larger audience, and
the singers will feel a lot more energy coming at them from the audience
as they perform.  The challenge for the performer is that, because this
space is not as intimate as the Parish Theatre, looks, gestures and
expressions really need to be large.  Subtlety won’t carry far enough to be
seen and felt on the main stage, so it all has to be projected – both the sound
and also the physicalization and expression.  A great acting challenge!”

5. What kind of experience is necessary to participate?

“The wonderful thing about this program is that you don’t need a long
resume of roles to be cast.  Many songs will be sung as a group: the full
ensemble, the men or women, or in duets, trios and quartets.  There will
be several numbers sung in four-part harmony.  If you have experience
in choral singing, that will be helpful.  Sight-reading is not required, but
will be helpful in the rehearsal process.”

6. Will there be movement/dance requirements 
in this production?

“As a group, movements will be simple and minimal.  If there are any
physical limitations, we are very willing to work around them for the
sake of participation.  (Eyesight, mobility, stairs, hearing, etc.)  There will
not be a dance element in the audition.

There is a segment in the show, however, that revolves around the
theme of dance, and so if there are members of the cast who can do
ballroom-style dancing, I would like to utilize that.   This could be either
a duet or more, for one to three songs.  These will be choreographed
according to the strengths of the dancers involved.  This would not
involve the entire cast, however, and the dancers would perform while
other actors do the singing.”
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Hal moved to Kalamazoo from Lansing
over 17 years ago. Local audiences have
enjoyed his performances in Side by Side
by Sondheim at The New Vic Theatre, The
Yellow Boat for WMU and Forever Plaid,
Plaid Tidings at Farmers Alley Theatre. In
addition to My Fair Lady, Broadway Bound
and Brighton Beach Memoirs, Hal has also

been featured in our productions of Arsenic and Old Lace,
Nuncrackers, The Baker's Wife, Mame and Ragtime, the Musical. He
has created and directed our tremendously successful Senior Class
Reader’s Theatre productions of Vintage Vegas and Songs From the
Silver Screen.

HAL HOBSON
Director of 

The Great American
Songbook

WE ASKED THE
DIRECTOR
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B I O G R A P H Y
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7. What will the rehearsal process be like?

“Our rehearsals run from 5:30 pm – 7:00 pm, Monday through Friday.
Usually there will be one or two nights per week that you will not be
called, as we learn the music and stage the songs.  Once we get to tech
week (October 25-30) and the songs become a show, it will be 
important that everyone is there every night.

Sometimes we divide into two groups, and I work with one group at one
piano, and our accompanist Linda takes the others to work at another.
Then we bring it all back together and stage it.  There will be a lot to
learn, but the show is performed with notebooks, so it does not need to
be memorized.  You are welcome to mark up or reprint the music or
words as you require.”

8. As a volunteer, how is this type of performance different
than doing karaoke? 

“With karaoke, you “sing along” to the song. It moves along, and 
you join it, and it plows ahead whether you’re with it or not.  In live
performance, the singer is really the leader.  You set the tempo, and
pauses, expression and dynamics happen organically between you and
the accompanist.  Rarely will two live performances be exactly the
same.  This allows for the acting element to be present – the expression
of the texts and their emotions.”

9. You said a goal for the production is presenting classic
songs so audiences “hear them like they’ve never heard
them before”.   How will this be accomplished?

“As we work on the songs, we want to go beyond the notes and the
words, to really explore the story line of the text, what the song says
about the characters involved, and what emotions and experiences the
song evokes.  In short, analyze the song both as a musician and also as
an actor.  I think it is this depth and reality that makes each of these 
thirty songs timeless and lasting.  It is what draws us back to them year
after year.

Although these songs are from 50-80 years ago, we want to present
more than just memories and nostalgia. They are not just historical
pieces, but living, breathing musical creations in the present.  Just as
Beethoven and Shakespeare are still performed because they still speak
to the human condition, these songs have become American “Classics”
for the same reason.”
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